Abstract-In this work we consider a navigation problem for a very simple robot equipped with only a map, compass, and contact sensor. Our prior work on this problem uses a graph to navigate between the convex vertices of an environment. In this paper, we extend this graph with the addition of a new node type and four new edge types. The new node type allows for more uncertainty in robot position. The presence of one of these new edge types guarantees reliable transitions between these nodes. This enhanced graph enables the algorithm to navigate environment features not solvable by our previous algorithm, including T-junctions and long halls. We also present a heuristic to accelerate the planning process by prioritizing the promising edge tests to perform. Our heuristic effectively focuses the search and qualitative data show that it computes plans with much less computational effort than a naïve approach. We describe a simulated implementation of the algorithm that finds paths not previously possible, and a physical implementation that demonstrates the feasibility of executing those plans in practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to navigate in cluttered environments is fundamental to many robotic tasks. This is a challenging goal for a mobile robot due to the combined difficulties of both finding a plan to move a robot from a beginning location to a goal location and executing that plan in consideration of uncertainty in both sensing and actuation. While it is typical in navigation research to solve these problems separately, this approach does not allow for plans with actions specifically intended to reduce uncertainty. In this paper we consider a navigation problem for a very simple robot, having only a map, compass, and contact sensor. There exists uncertainty in both sensing and actuation. Our planner directly considers the robot's uncertainty to generate plans containing steps that move the robot toward the goal, reduce uncertainty when necessary, or both.
In our previous work [4] on this problem, we showed that in certain conditions, movements by this robot can decrease uncertainty; however, that algorithm tends to fail at predictable environment features such as T-junctions and long halls. Our key insight is to allow the robot's state uncertainty to temporarily grow from a single state to a set of possible states. This allows the robot to traverse those features that stymied our original algorithm. To achieve this, we search for plans on a graph in which each node represents a set of states, in contrast to our prior work that considered only singleton sets. A plan generated by our algorithm. The figure shows 20 simultaneous simulations of a robot executing that plans, each receiving different sensor noise. Our algorithm guarantees that the robot will reach its goal in spite of these errors.
Specifically, in our new graph, nodes represent continua of points along the boundary of the environment. Because there are infinitely many potential nodes in such a graph, we choose a finite subset of those potential nodes, based on a visible-vertex analysis of the environment that accounts for the robot's motion error. This method generates nodes useful for navigating around the reflex vertices that constitute the problematic features we aim to overcome. This method creates O(n 4 ) nodes in an environment with n vertices.
Each edge between these nodes is labeled with some sequence of actions the robot can execute to ensure safe movement from the set of possible states represented by one node to the set of possible states represented by another. The sets of states are represented as line segments and singleton sets as points. We present the five algorithms to generate such labeled edges: (1) a point to point test with corner-finding, (2) a direct point to segment test, (3) a direct segment to segment test, (4) a segment to point test with corner-finding, and (5) a point to point test for long hallways.
The planning algorithm is a process of constructing these edges. However, it is impractical to exhaustively test each of the O(n 8 ) potential connections between the nodes. Instead, we use a heuristic to order the node pairs considered for connection by their applicability to the overall plan and by their potential for success in one of our edge tests. The heuristic considers the progress made by each potential edge toward the goal (measured in geodesic distance), while preferring transitions between nodes with relatively little uncertainty. Our heuristic also eliminates altogether nodes which have no chance for success in our edge tests. We present quantitative data illustrating the superior performance of our planner's heuristic-driven search in comparison to randomized, stack-ordered, and queue-ordered searches.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we discuss related research. Section III gives a formal problem statement. Our algorithm appears in Section IV, and we present an implementation, in simulation, in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper with discussion and a preview of future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The goal of simplifying sensing and actuation in robotic systems, retaining the capability to solve meaningful problems, is not new. Many tasks are considered with this approach including: manipulation [5] navigation [3] , and mapping [10] . Additionally, the question of task completion under a minimal sensor model has been considered [1] , [7] . Often the idea behind such an approach is that by reducing the power of the robot, a greater understanding of the problem is obtained.
Our planning algorithm uses ideas introduced by Erickson, Knuth, O'Kane, and LaValle [2] . That research also uses the idea of an error cone to model uncertainty in rotation, which moves a robot's state probability distribution from one distribution to another. In solving a global active localization problem, the authors use a system of actions to drive a robot's state probability toward a single cell of a coarse discretization of the environment. Our high-level transitions are also very much in the spirit of pre-image backchaining introduced by Lozano-Pérez, Mason, and Taylor [5] . Our corner-finding algorithm is very similar to the notion of a fine-motion strategy countering positional uncertainty. The lessons of these problems allow us to guarantee, if our algorithm generates a plan and the robot's sensor noise remains within the bounds of the model, that the robot will successfully navigate from start to goal.
The approach we use in our planner parallels the idea of landmark-based navigation introduced by Lazanas and Latombe [3] . Their work assumes the robot's sensor model is error-free while in the presence of landmarks, whereas landmarks give our robot no additional sensing capabilities. Their robot model also assumes a goal detector which tells it exactly when it reaches its goal. Rather than relying on special sensors to detect goals, our work considers the uncertainty of the robot as a guide in path planning. This approach is similar to planning using coastal navigation techniques [8] -that is moving from one landmark to another using range sensors to detect landmarks. Our model is quite different however in that we consider having only a map, a noisy compass, and a contact sensor. There has also been prior work considering robot models similar to ours for other tasks [6] , [7] . However, we consider a more realistic model for robot motion that includes substantial errors and show that solutions can still be generated for many navigation problems. The motivation behind this is the desire to solve problems such as this with simple robots.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section formalizes the navigation problem we consider. A point robot moves in a closed, bounded, polygonal region W ⊂ R 2 of the plane. The robot has a complete and accurate map of its environment.
A vertex v of W is convex if the neighborhood of v in W is convex. Formally, let B(v, ǫ) denote the open ball with radius ǫ centered at v. A vertex v is defined as convex if there exists some ǫ > 0 such that B(v, ǫ) ∩ W is a convex set. Informally, notice that convex vertices are formed whenever the two incident edges of a vertex form an interior angle less than or equal to π radians.
The robot is equipped with a compass and a contact sensor, but no other sensors. Note specifically that the robot has no clock nor any method of odometry, and consequently cannot measure the distances it moves. Using its compass, the robot can orient itself in a desired direction relative to a global reference frame, but because of noise in the sensor, this rotation is subject to potentially large, bounded error. Using its contact sensor, can translate in this direction until it reaches the boundary of the environment.
Our model for the motions of this robot has the following elements:
1) The state space X = W is simply the robot's environment. Because we encapsulate the robot's use of its compass as part of the actions, we need not record the robot's orientation as part of the state. 2) The action space U ∈ [0, 2π) is the set of planar angles. To execute an action u ∈ U , the robot orients itself in direction u, subject to the error described below, then moves forward in this direction until it reaches the environment boundary. 3) Time proceeds in a series of stages, numbered k = 1, 2, 3, . . .. In each stage, the robot chooses and completes a single action. At stage k, the robot's state is denoted x k and its action is denoted u k . 4) Rotation errors are modeled as interference by an imaginary adversary called nature. In each stage, nature chooses a nature action θ k ∈ Θ. Nature's action space Θ = (-θ max , +θ max ) is an interval of possible error values. Note that because we are interested in worst-case guarantees of success, we need not consider any probabilities over Θ. The robot has no knowledge of nature's choice, nor any way to observe it directly or indirectly. 5) The state transition function f : X × U × Θ → X describes how the state changes in response to the robot's actions, so that the current state x k , combined with the robot's action u k and nature's action θ k , determines the next state x k+1 :
Specifically, f (x k , u k , θ k ) is defined as the opposite endpoint of the longest segment in X, starting at x k and moving in direction u k + θ k . The robot's goal, given W and θ max , along with initial and goal states x S , x G ∈ W and an accuracy bound δ, is to choose a sequence of actions u 1 , . . . , u n so that
for all possible nature action sequences θ 1 , . . . , θ n ∈ Θ. The accuracy bound δ is needed because the robot's motion error and sensor limitations prevent it from ever knowing with certainty that is has reached x G exactly.
IV. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
In this section we describe an algorithm to solve navigation problems of the form given in Section III. From the robot's environment, we create a graph with nodes representing sets of states and edges indicating the existence of transitions between such sets. Each edge is labeled with a sequence of actions u i , . . . , u i+K such that the robot will be guaranteed to make a transition between its incident nodes. We use two classes of nodes: point nodes representing convex vertices, and segment nodes representing positional uncertainty along some environment edge. A solution is a path in the graph between the point nodes representing {x S } and {x G }.
We describe a segment S by its endpoints src[S] and tar [S] . By convention, we maintain the property that a counterclockwise rotation of the vector tar[S]−src[S] is into the free space of W . For a (possibly degenerate) segment S and an action u, the error cone e(S, u, θ max ) is defined as the portion of W through which a robot could potentially pass when executing u from any state in S. We call an action safe from a segment S if the far boundary of e(S, u, θ max ) lies on a single edge of W . An interval of actions (d 1 , d 2 ) is an interval of safe actions if every action in the interior of the interval is safe.
Several of the algorithms we describe utilize a function called SHOOTRAY, that takes as input a starting point p ∈ W and a direction, and returns the first boundary point contacted and the environment edge on which that point lies. This is a standard operation from computational geometry. It takes O(log n) time, in which n is the number of vertices in W [9] .
A. Graph nodes
Using only the point nodes and corner-finding edges of our prior work, there are inherent limitations in the set of navigation problems we can solve. Specifically, for every intermediate transition between two states x s and x g , there must exist at least one safe action from {x s } that reaches one of the two edges incident to x g . Certain environment features, such as T-junctions, generally do not satisfy this restriction.
To overcome this limitation, we introduce segment nodes into the graph to allow temporary position uncertainty beyond the bounds δ given in the definition of localization in Section III. Each segment node χ corresponds to a closed line segment along a single boundary edge of W . When there is no possibility for confusion, we use χ to denote either a segment node or its underlying line segment. We also retain point nodes at each convex vertex of W .
Which segment nodes should be included in the graph? Our approach uses mutually visible vertices to select nodes, accounting for the uncertainty of the system. The intuition is that, to move safely past an obstacle vertex, the robot cannot aim directly in the direction of the vertex, but instead must aim θ max radians away from that vertex.
Based on this observation, we generate a set of delimiting points that serve as the endpoints for our segment nodes. As shown in Algorithm 1, we use rays originating from pairs of mutually visible vertices, extending in directions rotated ±θ max , to build the collection of delimiting points. Figure 2 illustrates these delimiting points. The algorithm then generates, in each environment edge, a segment node for each ordered pair of distinct delimiting points within that edge.
To bound the number of nodes generated, let n denote the number of vertices of the environment and let l i denote the number of delimiting points on edge i. For any two vertices v i = v j , the algorithm will create at most two delimiting points originating from v j , each of which lies on a single edge, so we know that
2 . Note also that Algorithm 1 creates l 2 i + l i /2 nodes for edge i. Therefore, the total number of nodes created is
in which we use the fact that squaring is a convex, and therefore, superadditive function.
B. Graph edges
Recall that an edge χ s , χ g of the graph represents the existence of a sequence of actions which safely brings a robot from some node χ s to node χ g . We next present a collection of tests which are used in attempt to generate such sequences.
1) Point node to point node (with corner-finding): Our previous work [4] includes an algorithm that generates edges between pairs of point nodes using a "corner-finding" technique.
2) Point node to segment node (direct):
To generate an edge that moves from a point node χ s to a segment node χ g in a single step, we need only to identify the intervals of safe Algorithm 1 GENERATENODES(W, θ max ) 1: N ← empty set of delimiting points 2: for all vertices i ∈ W do 3: for all vertices j ∈ W do 4: if i = j and j is a reflex vertex and j is visible from i then 5: a ← angle(j − i) 6 :
end if 9: end for 10: end for 11: Q ← empty set of segments 12: for all edges f ∈ W do 13:
SORT(N ′ ) by the distance from src[f ]
17:
for p ← 1 to n do
18:
for q ← 1 to n − i do 19:
end for 21:
end for 22: end for 23: return Q actions from χ s that reach χ g . To do so, we perform a radial sweep about χ s , testing between each pair of consecutive obstacle vertices reached by the sweep ray. The algorithm runs in O(n log n) time.
3) Segment node to segment node (direct): Now we consider how to decide whether the robot can move from a segment node χ s to another segment node χ g using a single action. This is a generalization of the problem in Section IV-B.2. The intuition is that if all of the intervals of safe actions generated by Algorithm 2, across all of the (infinitely many) points along the continuum from src[χ s ] to tar[χ s ] as its starting point, have non-empty intersection, then such an edge exists.
It is trivially true that any interval of safe actions from the entire interval χ s cannot contain any actions are not safe from both src[χ s ] and tar[χ s ]. To determine this initial set of candidate actions, we execute Algorithm 2 twice, and intersect the resulting intervals of safe actions. It remains to ensure that the result contains no actions that are unsafe from any interior point of χ s .
To accomplish this, we consider the maximal intervals of actions safe from both src The algorithm's two calls to Algorithm 2 each take O(n log n) time. To provide a maximum number of intervals constructed by the loops on lines 3 and 4 of Algorithm 3, consider a very contrived environment wherein all vertices v ∈ W except the four vertices of χ s and χ g , lie between the two nodes. Given that at least three vertices are needed to form an obstacle that can split an interval and at most four intervals are formed from each obstacle, then there can be at most 4(n − 4)/3 intervals generated between the two nodes. The test to determine whether a vertex lies inside the quadrilateral takes constant time, therefore a maximum number of intervals in O(n) leads to a total run time in O(n 2 ).
4) Segment node to point node (with corner-finding):
To build edges that reach point nodes from segment nodes, we use a variation on the corner-finding technique referenced in Section IV-B.1. The key extension we need is a function called CORNERFINDINGTARGET that returns the largest segments from which the corner-finding algorithm is guaranteed to succeed. There are always two such segments, one for each of the edges incident to χ g . Details on how to compute such segments in O(n) time appear in our prior work [4] . Using these segments, the edge test becomes a simple application of Algorithm 3 to these two candidates. 
if SEGMENTTOSEGMENTTEST(χ s , S, θ max ,W ) then 4: return true 5: end if 6 : end for 7: return false 5) Point node to point node with oscillation and cornerfinding: A weakness in our approach to segment node generation is apparent in environments containing long edges with no environment vertices in between. An example of this structure is a long "hallway," in which there are 4 vertices at the ends and none in the middle. In this scenario, Algorithm 1 would generate segment nodes nearly as long as the hallway itself. It is extremely difficult to generate outgoing edges from such nodes using the techniques described above.
To address this shortcoming, we provide an algorithm whereby the robot attempts to make progress by alternating motions between the hallway walls. The algorithm chooses two initial action, offset from angle(src[χ g ] − src[χ s ]) by π/4 in either direction and executes Algorithm 5 using each of these initial actions as the input u.
As described in Sections IV-B.2 and IV-B.3, we can calculate the forward projection of a robot's possible states from a single point or segment under a given action. The algorithm proceeds by computing a series of forward projections under actions chosen to be π/4 radians away from the edge reached by the projection. This process continues until either (1) one of the forward projections is unsafe, in the sense of containing an environment vertex or reaching two or more different environment edges or (2) the algorithm reaches a limit of l iterations. We provide this limit as it is not obvious that the algorithm will halt. After this process is complete, we invoke SEGMENTTOPOINTTEST to attempt to reach χ g . 
C. Searching for connections
Sections IV-A and IV-B describe a graph with as many as O(n 4 ) nodes and O(n 8 ) edges, each of which requires several tests to include or discard. As a result, a brute force approach that performs the edge tests on all node pairs would be infeasible. Instead, we pre-process the environment and provide a heuristic to prefer pairs of nodes that are more likely to result in an edge between and also to be useful for navigation between a given starting node and ending node.
To compare two given node pairs (χ s,1 , χ g,1 ) and (χ s,2 , χ g,2 ), we apply a sequence of tests as listed below. We apply these tests as a sequence of "tiebreakers," continuing to each subsequent test only when the both node pairs have equal values for the previous test.
1) Prefer the pair for which the final node χ g,i is a point node. 2) Prefer the pair for which the final node χ g,i is closer, in geodesic distance, to the global goal x G . 3) Prefer the pair for which the final node χ g,i is smaller. 4,5) Repeat tests 2 and 3 for the initial nodes χ s,i . The intuition is to drive the search toward nodes that are nearer to the goal, noting that it is more challenging to generate outgoing edges from larger nodes. We also implement a filtering technique in which node pairs that are separated by three or more "turns" in the shortest path between them are discarded outright. Such node pairs are unlikely to be connected by any of our edge test algorithms.
The full planner uses a priority queue of node pairs, ordered by this heuristic. It also maintains a connected set C of nodes χ for which a plan reaching χ from x S is known, and an unconnected set U containing all other nodes. The connected set C is initialized to contain only x S and the priority queue is seeded with all pairs originating at x S . In each iteration, a node pair is extracted from the queue and we execute each of the applicable edge tests described above to attempt to connect the nodes to each other. If any of edge tests succeed, we remove χ g from U , add it to C, and insert the node pairs {χ g } × U into the queue. If x G is inserted into C, then a plan is complete, and the action sequence can be extracted from the sequence of edges connecting x S to x G . If there is no way for a connection to be made between the start and goal nodes using the methods we've presented above, the algorithm will terminate with an empty queue, having attempted all possible pairs.
To speed the heuristic calculations, we preprocess the environment, by the construction of a visibility graph on all vertices of the environment, along with all-pairs shortest path data for this visibility graph. We use this structure to calculate the shortest path distance and the number of turns between each pair of environment vertices. In the case of point nodes, geodesic distance and turns are calculated directly. In the case of segment nodes, we overestimate the distance by using the environment edge on which the node lies. Specifically, for distances involving a segment node χ, we use the mean of two distances: (1) the distance from src[χ] to the closest environment vertex of the segment on which χ lies, and (2) the distance from tar[χ] to the closest environment vertex of the segment on which χ lies. In the case of a small segment node near its edge's endpoint, options (1) and (2) may be the same.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS
We explored the performance of our planner by implementing it in C++ modeling the robot and environment. Figures 1, 4a , and 4b are three of the environments on which we performed experiments. Figure 4a is a non-rectilinear environment with 42 vertices, divided by an obstacle inducing two very long halls. Figure 4b is an environment containing 172 vertices and several instances of long halls and T-junctions. Figure 1 is a rectilinear environment with 44 vertices used to collect data on the performance of several naïve approaches to the edge search.
The experiment illustrated in Figure 4a was run with θ max = π 36 . The effect of uncertainty is evident in the cones created by the robot's different paths. This environment offers unique challenges due to the long halls and the obstacles set between the convex vertices of the graph. Our planner required 364 edges and 114,847 edge connection attempts to generate the solution shown. The solution to problem presented in Figure 4b To evaluate our heuristic, we solved the planning problem depicted in Figure 1 using our heuristic method, and compared its performance to similar planners that use a random distribution, a stack, and a queue. The following table details the results, which confirm the success of our approach. VI. SUMMARY We have presented a planning algorithm which generates plans that a robot having only a compass, map, and contact sensor can use to navigate non-trivial environments containing obstacles. The planner considers the bound on error in the robot's actions and chooses plans to move the robot between sets of states in the environment, through the use of specialized high-level actions. We have also presented a heuristic approach to forming plans and several nontrivial environments through which this planner succeeded in navigating.
